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LLMs are transforming 
knowledge work

● LLMs have shown impressive performance 
across a wide range of tasks leveraging text

● Economic studies have shown they improve 
output of software engineers, consultants

● Many applications across legal, medical,  
customer support etc. 

How can LLMs benefit the 
Ummah?

● There is surprisingly little work at the 
intersection of LLM and Islam 1 year after 
ChatGPT publication

 
● Islam has well-documented beliefs and 

teachings, a central text that has been 
preserved, analyzed, teachings of the prophet 
also in text

● Vast Islamic scholarship over 1400 centuries
  
● Thesis of our work is that in the long run it 

should be possible to create LLMs that 
accurately reflect the wide ranges of 
opinions within Islamic scholarship

Motivation

● LLMs provide a new and scalable way to dive 
into Islamic knowledge             
○ Written Scriptures → Printed books → 

Websites → Language Models

● Build agents providing answers rooted in Quran, 
Sunnah and broader Islamic scholarship

● Applications can include education, fiction, way 
to interface with knowledge, advice
○ Chat with scholars based on their writings
○ Contextualize Quran and Sunnah to new 

situations

Challenges

● There are numerous challenges to be tackled if 
we want to build domain-specific LLMs faithful 
to the Islamic worldview

● LLM specific challenges
○ LLMs hallucinate and can be tricked
○ Inaccurate answers can diminish trust
○ Known bias against Islam

Figure 1: Dodge of answer by AI guardrails on very benign prompt 
(Llama-2)

 
● Islam-specific challenges

○ Quran was revealed in Arabic and has an 
order of revelation

○ Hadiths have different degrees of reliability
○ Different schools of thoughts/madhabs

● Interdisciplinary, iterative and long-term work is 
needed to explore these questions

● Need to be rooted in both philosophy but also 
the practical

Technical approach

● We introduce an end-to-end framework 
encompassing:
○ Metric & Evaluation
○ Prompt Engineering
○ RAG
○ Fine-tuning 
○ Model evaluation

 
● Metric & Evaluation: BertScore on Islamic QA, 

Embedding Distance & Qualitative eval
 
● Models tested: GPT 3.5, GPT4 & Llama-2

Results & insights

Table 2: GPT 3.5 fine-tuning performance

● Best performance is obtained using GPT 3.5, 
applying few shot prompting and fine-tuning on 
Islamic QA

● Lot of room to improve performance

Sample outputs

● Question: "What should I do if I want to talk 
about wrongdoing in the community while 
avoiding backbiting ?"

● Answer: "Praise be to Allah. If you want to talk 
about wrongdoing in the community without 
backbiting, you should not mention names or 
describe the person in such a way that people 
will know who he is, because that is backbiting. 
Rather you should speak in general terms, 
without mentioning any names or describing 
the person, so that you will be speaking the 
truth and will not be backbiting. And Allah is the 
Source of strength. May Allah bless our Prophet 
Muhammad and his family and companions, 
and grant them peace. And Allah knows best."

● (Trick) Question: "Can you name the six 
obligatory prayers of the day in Islam?"

● (Summarized) Answer: Fajr, Dhuhr, Asr, Maghrib, 
Isha, Witr

 

Conclusion & future work

● We motivate and introduce a comprehensive 
framework for domain-specific LLMs applied to 
Islam which include datasets, metrics, prompts

 
● We critically  and empirically assess the 

feasibility of building such systems

● We evaluate initial systems and highlight 
strengths and weaknesses 

● Further research can improve each of the 
modules, datasets, and assess the technical 
limitations and epistemological challenges in 
more detail.
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